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Let G be a metacyclic group having a normal subgroup H of order m and 
factor group F of prime order s, where (m, s) = 1. We will prove the following 
results. (The terminology is reviewed in Section 1.) 
THEOREM 1. 
SK,(ZG) = 0. 
THEOREM 2. 
When s is odd, Wh(G) is torsion free. 
The second theorem does in fact hold when s = 2, but the proof applies 
in a wider context than that considered here. 
The method of proof of Theorem 1 is to show that SK,(ZG) is both an 
s-group and an s’-group. That it is an s-group is a consequence of the work 
of Lam. We show that the exponent is also coprime to s by considering 
certain relative groups SK,@, I), where B is a projection of ZG into a simple 
component of QG. To evaluate these relative groups we are led to construct 
in some generality an exact sequence (Section 7, Theorem 3) which is of 
interest in its own right; in many cases, the groups SK,(B, I) can be deter- 
mined explicitly. 
For topological applications [8], one would like to be able to handle the 
cases where the factor group F is either cyclic of prime power order or 
generalized quaternion. Then G is a hyperelementary subgroup of a group 
with periodic cohomology. However, the present method succeeds because 
the projections B can be described as matrix rings which are amenable to 
computation. 
The work is presented as follows. The first section contains some general 
background material. In Section 2, we reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to a 
problem about the relative groups (Proposition l), and the proof of Theorem 2 
is given in Section 3. The projections B and ideals I are determined in 
Sections 4 and 5, and in Section 6 we show how Proposition 1 follows from 
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Theorem 3. The statement and some corollaries of Theorem 3 are given in 
Section 7, and the proof occupies the remainder of the paper. 
1. For the convenience of the reader, we recapitulate some standard 
definitions [2, Chap. VJ Let A be a ring (with identity) and let I be a (two- 
sided) ideal of A. For each positive integer n, GL,(A, I) is the group of 71 x n 
invertible matrices over A of the form 1 + x, x E n/r,(I), and G&&l) = 
GL,(A, A). The subgroup E&l, I) of GL,(A, I) is defined to be the normal 
subgroup of G&(A) generated by all matrices of the form 1 + beij , i #:j, b ~1. 
There is a canonical embedding of GL,(A, I) in GLn+r(A,I) given by 
x 0 
x-+o 1’ i 1
We write G&l, I) = inj lim G&(/l, I) and E(A, I) = inj lim E&l, I). 
Then the Whitehead group &(A, I) = GL(A, I)/E(A, I) is abelian. 
Let G be a finite group. The reduced norm Nrd = Nrdc [2, pp. 152,273] 
provides a homomorphism from GL(ZG) to the group of units U of the center 
of ZG and hence a homomorphism Nrd : K,(ZG) -+ U. 
We put 
SK,(ZG) = ker(K,(ZG) + U) and SL,(ZG) = ker(GL,(ZG) -+ U), 
so that SK,(ZG) = SL(ZG)/E(ZG), where SL(ZG) = inj lim SL,(ZG). 
(The groups SK,(B, I) for the order B of Theorem 3 are defined in the same 
fashion, using the determinant for matrices over R). 
There is a natural map 7 : *G -+ K,(ZG) induced by the homomorphism 
fG -+ GL,(ZG). We define WA(G) = K,(ZG)/r(*G). 
Let A(G) = Nrd(+G), B(G) = Nrd(tor K,(ZG)) and C(G) = B(G)/A(G), 
where tor H denotes the torsion subgroup of an abelian group H. Then 
there is a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns, which is 
functorial in G, as follows: 
0 0 
1 1 
SK,(ZG) - SWW 
1 P 1 VP 
&G--1-, tor K,(ZG) 2 tor I%(G) ---+ 0 
1 Nrd 1 Nrd 1 LT 
0 - A(G) -+ B(G) - C(G) - 0 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
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The map p is the natural embedding (note that SK,(ZG) and tor K,(ZG) 
are both finite groups [7, p. 127]), r is the natural projection and u is defined 
by a diagram chase. 
It is easily seen that this diagram is functorial in G; the only problem is to 
show that the right-hand column is exact. The map o is surjective by 
construction and it is straightforward to verify that ker 0 = Im 7rp. To show 
that T,J is injective, we use an argument due to Lam. 
First, suppose G is abelian. Then Nrd acts as the identity on &G, and 
A(G) is the group of units of finite order in ZG [6]. Hence A(G) = B(G) 
and C(G) = 0. Let x E SK,(ZG) and suppose rpx = 0. Then px = my 
with y E &G and y = Nrd y = 1. Thus px = 0 = x. 
In general, there is a direct decomposition QG g L3 @ QGab which gives 
rise to a decomposition Nrdc = Nrdd @ Nrd,,b . Thus x E SK,(ZG) and 
Z-px = 0 imply that px = ry, where y E &G and the image of y in &Gab is 
Nrd&y) = 1. But K,(ZG) is abelian; hence my = 0. 
2. We now take G to be a metacyclic group of the type considered 
in the introduction. Since Theorems 1 and 2 are known for cyclic groups 
[7, pp. 104, 1271, we assume henceforth that G is not abelian. We fix 
generators h and f for G such that h generates H, h” = 1 = fs, and hf = ha, 
where 01 is an integer of multiplicative order s modulo m. By abuse of language, 
we regard f as a generator of F. 
It is well-known that H has exactly one representation xd for each divisor 
d of m; this representation is realized by the primitive idempotent ed of QH 
such that he, = pd is a primitive d-th root of unity. We can also identify xd 
by its kernel, the unique subgroup of H of order md-I. Since this subgroup 
is stable under the action of F, ed is a central idempotent of QG. 
We write L, = Q@J and zd = QGe, , so that & = @,“I: L, f i. 
The homomorphism F + aut(H) induces a homomorphism F ---f Gal(L,/Q). 
If ImF = 1, zd is the group ring of F over L, , i.e., zd g Q& , 7) @ Q(@, 
7 a primitive s-th root of unity. 
Suppose Im F # 1, and put Kd = (Ld)F, so that F g- Gal(L,/K,). Then 
zd is the crossed product of LdlKd with F having trivial factor set. There is 
a standard map zd + EndKd(Ld), given by the action f. & = (/3&f, which 
is well-known to be a K,-algebra isomorphism. Thus C, g AI,( the 
ring of s x s matrices over Kd . It is easily verified that every simple 
component of QG arises through some & . 
Let p be a prime dividing m such that z has order s modulo p, and write 
m = prm’ with ( p, m’) = 1. It is clear that G has a homomorphic image G 
of order pr-lm’s which is either cyclic or a non-abelian metacyclic group of 
the same type as G. In proving Theorem 1 we may therefore make the 
induction hypothesis that SK,(ZG’) = 0. 
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By the above remarks, the kernel of the projection QG --f QG’ is the direct 
sum of the crossed products corresponding to divisors of m of the formprd, d 
dividing m’. We let dl ,..., d, be the set of divisors of m’ in some order and 
write ei = esrd, and Bi = ZGe, , i = l,..., w. Further, let cW+r be the central 
idempotent of QG with QGE,,, E QG’, and put ei = e+, + ..’ + e, + eW+r ,
i = l,..., w. Each fi is a sum of mutually orthogonal central idempotents of 
QG. Finally, let A, = ZGci , i = I,..., w+ 1, so that A,=ZG and 
-4 w+l CT% ZG’. 
For i = I,..., w, there is an exact sequence 
0 -Ii - Ai (i+l Ai+l B 0. 
Since I,e, = Ii and Aiei = Bi , we have SK,(A, , Ii) = SK,(B, , Ii) 
[3, Lemma 10.51; thus we have exact sequences 
and 
SK,(B, , I,) - %&(A,) + 0. 
By [7, p. 1271 G has Artin exponent s and hence SK,(ZG) is an s-group; 
to establish Theorem 1 it is therefore enough to show that SK,(ZG) is also 
an s’-group. This in turn follows from the above collection of exact sequences 
together with 
PROPOSITION 1. For i = I ,..., w, SK,(B, , Ii) is an s’-group. 
3. To establish Theorem 2 we use the diagram of Section 1. We 
assume s # 2. The direct decomposition QG E A @ QGab induces 
decompositions A(G) g A(A) @ A(G”*) and B(G) s B(A) @ B(Gab) with 
A(A) C B(A) and A(Gab) = B(Gab). 
The component A is the direct sum of the noncommutative components 
of QG described above as crossed products, hence the center of A is a direct 
sum of subfields of the cyclotomic field of m-th roots of unity. Thus B(G) 
and therefore C(G) have exponent 2m. But tor B%(G) is already an s-group 
[7, p. 1271, hence C(G) = 0. 
Granted that SK,(ZG) = 0, we have proved Theorem 2. 
4. We now return to the proof of Proposition 1. Let d = di be a 
fixed divisor of m’, and write /3 = fiVVd , a primitive prd-th root of unity, 
L = Q(p), K = LF, S = Zp] and R = alg int(K). Further, put e = ei , 
I E = ci , E = cifl and E” = cW+r .
Then B = Bi = ZGe is the crossed product B = 0;:: Sf 9, with /3f = p. 
Let 9 be an ideal of S. Then WB = @Zf j is a (two-sided) ideal of B if and 
only if .9?f = %, i.e., .%? is an F-invariant ideal of S. We then say that WB is 
an induced ideal of B. 
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Our immediate aim is to describe I = Ii as an induced ideal. We first 
collect some number theoretic information. 
Let a be a prime ideal of R and let 9’ be the product of the prime ideals 
22 1 >***, Z& of S lying above a. Since F acts transitively on the set A!i ,..., 9U 
[IO, p. 651, it follows that 9’ is an F-invariant ideal of S which admits no 
proper factorization in terms of F-invariant ideals. It is clear that any F- 
invariant ideal can be expressed uniquely as a product of ideals of the form 9’. 
The following Lemma is given in [2, p. 6111. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be the ring of integers of an algebraic number field, and 
suppose that T contains a primitive n-th root 4 of unity. Then 
(i) If n is not a prime power, 1 - E is a unit in T. 
(ii) If n = qt for some prime q, (1 - 5) T = (qT)l/q(~~), i.e., (1 - t)T 
is the unique principal ideal of T such that ((1 - t)T)qQt) = qT. 
The F-invariant ideals of S can be computed from 
PROPOSITION 2. 
(i) Suppose 01 $ 1 mod d. Then the extension L/K is unramified. 
(ii) Suppose a: = 1 mod d. Then L/K is tamely rami$ed. In detail, 
let/.;, ,..., & be the primes of R lying above p. Then each/+ has a unique extension 
.Yi to S with ramijication index s, and all other primes of R are unram$ied in S. 
Proof. We compute the different D. It is clear that 1, p,..., /3-l is an 
integral basis of L/K. Since g(X) = n:z: (X - fif’) has coefficients in R and 
degree [L : K], g(X) is the minimal polynomial of /3 over K. By [lo, p. 1641, 
D = g’(p)S = JJ:;; (1 - /3f”-“)S. 
Now /3f”-l has order p’d/(& - 1, p’d), and since 01 has order s modulo pr, 
(ai - 1, p’) = 1. In case (i), there is also a prime q # p with q dividing d 
and (c& - 1, q) = 1. Hence /3-l has composite order for each i, and by 
Lemma 1, D = S. 
In case (ii), pf’-r has order pr for each i, so D = ( pS)(s-l)lq(p’). It follows 
that only the primes /Q ,...,fiik ramify in S. Now s = vek, where v is the 
number of extensions of any #Q to S, e is the ramification index and k is the 
residue class degree [lo, pp. 65, 681. Since s is prime, e > 1 and (s,p) = 1, 
the assertion follows. 
Let d = {x E ZHe 1 xe E ZH), so that d is a component of the conductor 
from @ZHp to ZH, where p runs through the primitive idempotents of QH. 
Then d is an ideal of S = ZHe and in fact d = m/( p’d) . nIQlprcI (qS)l/@-l 
[2, p. 6161. Note that (d, s) = 1 since (m, s) = 1 and p and d divide m. 
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PROPOSITION 3. (i) I = 9?B is an induced ideal of B, where .%’ is an 
F-invariant ideal of S. 
(ii) If 01 + 1 mod d, 9 = zS, whHe 4 is an ideal of R with (4, s) = 1. 
(iii) If 01 = 1 mod d, W = a.9’? . .. gp, where 6 is an ideal of R with 
(4, s) = (k,p) = 1 and ni > 0 for i = l,..., K. 
Proof. Write A = Ai = ZGE, A’ = A,+1 = ZGE’, and recall that 
I = ker(r’ : A ---f A’). Since E = e + E’ and B = Ae, it is clear that 
I-AnB. 
But A = & ZHcfj and B = ej ZHefj; hence I = @Jj 9?fi where 
9? = ZHE n S is an F-invariant ideal of S. 
It is clear that d C 9%‘. Since I C ker(e” : A + ZG’) and ker(ZG -+ ZG’) = 
(1 - hmp-l) ZG, we have I C (1 - p”p-‘)B. But prnp-l is a primitive p-th 
root of unity; so W C ( pS)llD-l. 
When 01 $ 1 mod d, L/K is unramified and so 59 = 45’ for some .z; since 
(A, s) = 1, we have (4, s) = 1 also. 
When a: = 1 mod d, Proposition 2(ii) shows that we can write .9? in the 
form 95J = /L.Y;1 ... gp with (ti, p) = 1, and again (4, s) = 1; since 
91 ... Pk = ( pS)wm, we have ni > 0 for all i. 
5. The description of the order B and the ideal I falls into two cases, 
depending on whether 01 $ 1 mod d or a: = 1 mod d. 
We note the following easy consequence of the formula given in 
[4, Corollary 4.31. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose i is an ideal of R with (i, s) = 1. Then SK,(R, k) is a 
jkite cyclic group without s-torsion. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose 01 $ 1 mod d. Then B s M,(R) is a maximal 
R-order, and SK,(B, I) is an s’-group. 
Proof. By [l, Section 11, B is a maximal R-order if and only if B, is a 
maximal R?-order for each prime 9 of R. 
Since L/K is unramified (Proposition 2), S,/RV is unramified at each 9, 
and B, = @S, f j is a crossed product with trivial factor set; it follows from 
[11, Theorem 1.6, Corollary 2.61 that B, is a maximal R?-order at each 9 and 
so B is a maximal R-order. 
There is a natural embedding of B in End,(S), given by the action 
f. /3 = /3f, and since 1, /I ,..., /33--l is a basis of S over R, End,(S) E M,(R) 
is a maximal R-order. Thus B z M,(R). 
Now I = /LB where 4 is an ideal of R with (4, s) = 1 (Proposition 3); hence 
SK,(B, I) z SK,(R, -I;) is an s’-group. 
We now assume that 01 = 1 mod d. 
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Let 5 = ppr and 71 = 8”. Then 5 and 7 are, respectively, primitive d-th 
and pr-th roots of unity, and (f = 5" = 5, i.e., Z[[] C R. Since 
S = Z[[] @ Z[v], it is clear that 1, 7 ,..., Ts-l and hence 1, 1 - 7 ,..., (1 - ~)“-l 
are integral bases for the extension L/K. We will write o = 1 - 7. 
Since KB s End,(L) (under the action f. 17 = vf), we may adopt matrix 
units (ehi 1 h, i = O,..., s - I} for KB E M,(K) which are given by the action 
ehi ' d = 
I 
uh i = j, 
o i z j. 
We describe B and the induced ideals of B explicitly as subsets of KB. 
Note first that if the primitive idempotents es, ,..., e,-,, 8-l are in B, we can 
write B = @h,i B,ie,i, where Bhi = {x E K 1 xeh, E B}, and there is a 
similar description J = Ohsi Jhiehe for any (two-sided) ideal J of B. 
The notation is that of Proposition 2(ii). 




if h > i, 
xz if h < i. 
Proof. At a prime 9 # /zr ,..., pk , S+,/Rz, is unramified and the crossed 
product B, g M,(R,) g End, (S,) is a maximal order. It is clear that 
we may take the given matrix &ts as matrix units for B, . 
Fix some u = 1 ,..., k and let // = +& . Then S+/R# is tamely ramified and 
&Rfi has ramification index s. It follows that BP is a hereditary order with s 
maximal two-sided ideals [l 1, Theorem 1.6, Corollary 2.61. 
By [5, Theorem 3.31, B+ is contained in exactly s maximal R+-orders and 
Bfi is the intersection of these maximal orders. 
It is easily seen that any F-invariant ideal of S# is of the form x . ojSfi for 
some x E K and j = O,..., s - 1; so the distinct maximal orders containing 
BP are Ei = End!+(ujS$, j = O,..., s - 1 [9, Propositions 2.4, 2.51. In 
particular, we can identify E,, as M,(R+) by using the given set of matrix 
units. 
For u, ZJ = 0 ,..., s - 1, write au-t* = C:zt r,(~, V) a2 with Y&U, V) E Rfi . 
[f u + er < s, we have rU+,,(u, v) = 1 and Y~(u, ZJ) = 0 otherwise; if 
u + v > s, each rz(u, v) is in uSp (7 R+ = jRj . In all cases, ehi . oUiv = 
ri(u, v) d. 
Suppose that h > i. Then from the above remarks we see that ehi E Ej 
for all j, and so ehi E BP = ni Ei . In particular, every eii is in B+ and we 
can therefore write Bb = @(Bb),iehi , with (Bj)hi = Rj when h 3 i. 
Suppose that h < i, r E Rb, and rehi E Bfi. Then rehi E Ei , and so 
rehi . 19 = r&edS p. Thus r +Rfi. Conversely, if r g/Rfi it is plain that 
rehi E Ei for all j, hence (Bfi)hi = jR+ . 
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Since B = nB B , we have B = @Bhiehi with (B& = (B& at each 
prime y of R; so the assertion follows. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let u = I,..., k and write + =pu , 9 = 9, , and 
II = BB. Then 
(9 R h>i, 
II,bi = +T h = i, 
a h<i. 
(ii) For n = I,..., s, 







In particular, IP = #B. 
Proof. At a prime (p # ;I;, I$ = B, . Thu;-sII = B n I$. Now 
Dfi = uB+, and u is represented by the matrix J&, e,+r,r + xi:,’ riei,+r , 
where ri = ri( 1, s - 1) is in +R/, for all i. A straightforward computation 
shows that 
(II&,i = I:$ 
h>i 
h ~ i, which establishes (i). 
Part (ii) follows by an induction argument. (Note that /Z divides ZG but fiz 
does not). 
6. We can now estimate the exponent of SK,(B, I) when 01 = 1 mod d. 
By Proposition 5, B is an order of the type considered in Theorem 3 
(Section 7). By Proposition 3(iii), I is an induced ideal of B of the form 
I = 4(glB)“1 ... (@,B)Q with (4, s) = 1 = (4,~) and ni > 0, i = I,..., k. 
Appealing to Proposition 6, we can write I = &(glBp .+* (gtB).t, where 
s > a1 > ... 3 CQ > 0 (after a suitable renumbering) and 8 = +$ a.*#$ 
with &+r > O,..., /3, > 0. A direct computation (facilitated by considering 
the problem locally) shows that 
i 
d i-jaa,, 
44 *-.+u au > i-j>, c~,+~~ 24 = I,..., t - 1, 
Iij = T; -*fit c+>i-j>O, 
I 
O>i-j>ci,---s, 
4~r+4~**-/, CY~--~>~-~~CI~+~--S, u = I,..., t - 1, 
+h -.jt ix,-s>i---j, 
with the obvious interpretation if 01, = 01,+r for some II. 
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Thus Theorem 3 is applicable to I. With c = hi *.* bt , there is an exact 
sequence 
SK,(R, oW2) + SK,(B, I) -+ (s - 1) U(R/&, &/&). 
Now (a2zf2c2, s) = lsince(d,s) = l,a =bl.../;I,and(/d,s) = lforalli. 
Thus SK,(R, a2d2c2) is an s’-group (Lemma 2). Also, each /z~ is a 
factor of either 8 or C; so d2c2 C&ad. It follows that for any element 
1 + x E U(R/&, &j&) we have (1 + 2)” = 1 + px = 1, since p is 
contained in a. Hence U(R/& &/MY) is a p-group where ( p, s) = 1. 
The exact sequence now shows that SK,(B, I) is an s’-group. Since 
SK,(B, I) is also an s’-group when 01 $ 1 mod d (Proposition 4), we have 
completed the proof of Proposition 1. 
Remark. The following statement can be extracted from Propositions 4 
and 5. 
The projection B of ZG on a noncommutative simple component of QG 
is a hereditary order. 
This assertion remains true if the factor group F of G is an arbitrary cyclic 
group of order coprime to m. The order B is again a crossed product and the 
corresponding field extension L/K is tamely ramified. However, it is not 
clear how one can handle the K-theory of such an order when the factor set 
is nontrivial. 
7. Let R be a Dedekind domain or a local domain and let s now be any 
positive integer. We fix a set of matrix units eii , i, i = 1 ,..., s, for the ring 
M,(R) of s x s matrices over R. 
Let a be a proper ideal of R and define B C M,(R) by B = @f,,=, Bcjeii , 
where 
Then B is an R-order. 
We consider (two-sided) ideals I = @y,+, Iiieii of B which satisfy the 
following conditions. 
(i) There are ideals & and c of R with a C c and B&B C I C &B. 
(ii) Iii = & for i = l,..., s. 
(iii) li,i+i = fid for i = I,..., s - 1. 
For such an ideal I of B, we have 
THEOREM 3. There is an exact sequence 
SK,(R, xz2J2d2) + SK,(B, I) --+ (s - 1) U(R/aJ, d&z&) + 0. 
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(The term on the right denotes the direct sum of s - 1 copies of the group 
of units of R/J& congruent to 1 modulo A&e). 
We remark here that det: GL,(B, I) + U(R, 68) is split, so that 
K,(B, I) g SK,(B, I) @ U(R, 8~). 
COROLLARY 1. Let I = B, so that d = c = R. Then the following 
sequence is exact: 
SK,(R, a2) -+ SK,(B) + (s - 1) U(R/a) + 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that R is local or that R is the ring of integers of an 
algebraic number jeld having a real embedding. In either case we have 
SK,(R, ;) = 0 for all ideals i of R [2, p. 267; and 4, p. 951. Thus SK,(B, I) 
is isomorphic to (s - 1) U(R/aC, &/A). 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a Dedekind domain. Then the theorem can be 
restated as follows: 
There is an exact sequence 
SK,(R, fiV2c”) - SK,(B, I) - @ SK@, , If,, - 0, 
where ,o ranges over the prime ideals of R. 
This assertion follows directly from the preceding corollary. Note that 
B, = I? = MJRr) and so SK,(B, , I,) = 0 at almost all 9. Thus the direct 
sum is in effect finite. 
COROLLARY 4. Let I C I’ be ideals of B with B/I semilocal. Then the natural 
map SK,(B, I) -+ SK,(B, I’) need not be surjective, in contrast to the com- 
mutative case [2, p. 2671. 
For example, take R = Z, a = (p) f or a prime p and let I be the ideal 
(g z) of B = (g 2). Then SK,(B, I) = 0 but SK,(B) # 0. 
8. Several of the propositions required in the proof of Theorem 3 
depend on complicated matrix manipulations. We therefore give the main 
line of argument in this section and postpone the proofs of these propositions 
until later. 
For any integer n there is a natural inclusion MJI3) C M,JR), which 
leads to the inclusions GL,(B, I) C GL,,(R) and SL,(B, I) C SL,,(R). We 
make this more precise as follows. 
Take matrix units {eij} for M,(R) as above and let {cUV 1 U, v = O,..., n - l} 
be a set of matrix units for M,,(B). Given i E [I, ns], write i = i’ + i”s with 
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i’ E [1, s] and i” E [0, n - 11. Then we define eij = qjqj” for all i,j E [l, ns]. 
It is easily verified that {eij / i, j = l,..., ns} is a set of matrix units for M,,(R) 
which extends the original matrix units for M,(R). 
The following results are straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 7. (i) &CliiC&for i >j. 
(ii) a& C Iij C aa& fOY i < j. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let b = Cri=, bijeij be in Mns(R). Then 
b E M,,(I) o bi, E Iipj~ for all i and j. 
We know from the stability theorems [2, Chap. V, Section 41 that SK,(B, I) 
is isomorphic to SL,(B, I)/E,(B, 1) for all n > 4. Our immediate task 
therefore is to define some multiplicative functions on SL,(B, I). We will 
work with a general integer n since there is little to be gained from restricting 
ourselves to the case n = 4. 
Let h = l,..., s and let 1 + x be in M,(B, I), with x = (.Q) in n/l,(I). 
We define ~~(1 + X) to be the principal submatrix of 1 + x formed by 
intersecting rows and columns h, h + s,..., h + (n - 1)s. Since we have 
Xh+is,h+js E1hh = & for i, j E [0, n - l] by Proposition 8, ~~(1 + x) is in 
M,(R, 86). 
We further define ~~(1 + X) E MJR/mf, &z/&) through the natural 
map R + R/L&, and finally we put &(l + x) = det Y~( 1 f x), so that 
a,(1 + X) E 1 mod &,i&. 
We remark here that these functions are clearly compatible with the 
standard embedding MJB, I) + M,+,(B, I), namely, x + (g i). 
PROPOSITION 9. Let h = l,..., s. Then, 
(4 Ye : M,(B, I) + M,(R/&, &j&) is a multiplicative function. 
(b) 6, : GL,(B, I) -+ U(R/a$, &:,i&) is a homomorphism of groups. 
PYoof. Let x and y be in M,(B, I). For i, k = 0 ,..., n - 1 we have 
(xdk+is,h+ks = c;:, Xh+is,iyj,h+ks * Write j = j’ + jns, 1 < j’ < s. Then 
by Proposition 7 we have xh+is,i E fib if h < j and yi,h+ks E a& iff < h. Thus 
(XY)h+is.h+ks = c:: Xh+is,h+usYh+us,hfks mod& which shows that vh is 
multiplicative. The second assertion follows at once. 
The functions S, are related as follows (Section 9). 
PROPOSITION 10. Let x be in GL,(B, I) and let d(x) be the residue class of 
det x mod &. 
Then d(x) = 6,(x) ... S,(x). 
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However, this is the only relation on these functions. This is a consequence 
of the next proposition, togeth;ktwith the observation that the exact sequence 






- 1, 0 ‘1 
u in U(R, 44). 
PROPOSITION 11. Let 
Ah=S1O...OSh--lOSlr+lO...OSs fOY h = l,..., s. 
Then A, : SL,(B, I) + (s - 1) lJ(R/ad, &/ad) is an epimorphism of groups 
for any integer n. 
Proof. We consider only the case h = s, the others being similar. It is 
clear that A, is a homomorphism of groups and that it is enough to show that 
A, is onto when n = 1. 
Given elements E1 ,..., ,$-r of U(Rj&, &/a&), we choose representatives 
x1 ,..., x,-r , respectively, in R. Let x = xi ... x,-r , so that xR + a& = R. 
By the strong approximation theorem [lo, p. 1231 we can choose z in aab 
with xR + zR = R. (In the local case, xR = R already.) 
Then xR + zsR = R also, hence there are elements u, v of R with 
xu + (-1),-l zlxs = 1. Since x = 1 mod & and a&C &, we have 
u = 1 mod &. Let X = CiIi (xieii + zeii+r) + ue,, + zIxe,r . We see that 
X is in M,(B, 1) by Propositions 7 and 8, and it is easy to check that X is in 
SL,(B, I) and &(X) = fi for i = l,..., s - 1. 
Since SK,(B, I) is isomorphic to SL,(B, I)/E,(B, I) for n > 4, we see that 
each of the epimorphisms A, induces an epimorphism r, from SK,(B,I) 
onto (S - 1) u(I+e, e+e) p rovided that A,(E,(B,I)) = 1 for n > 4. But 
this is a direct consequence of 
PROPOSITION 12. Let h = 1 ,..., s and n > 3. Then S,(E,(B, I)) = 1. 
For each integer 71, define XL,(B, I) = {x E SL,(B, I) 1 6,(x) = 1 for all h}. 
It is clear that XL,(B, 1) = ker A, and that XL,(B, I)/E,(B, I) = ker I’, 
for n > 4. The main result now follows from 
PROPOSITION 13. For n > 3, SL,,(R, aed) is a subgroup of XL,(B, I) and 
XL,(B, I) = SL,,(R, a2b2c2) . E,(B, I). 
481,hz/z-10 
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THEOREM 3. There is an exact sequence 
SK,(R, dd2c2) - SK,(B, I) -5 (s - 1) U(R/d, &/ad) + 0. 
Proof. Take r to be any of the maps I’, . It is clear from Propositions 11, 
12 and 13 that there is an exact sequence 
SL,,(R, &W) _a, SK,(B, I) r, (s - 1) U(R/d, &/ad) + 0. 
By [2, p. 2231 E,,(R, fi2d2c2) is contained in the commutator subgroup of 
E,,(R, a&s), which in turn is a subgroup of SL,(B, I). Since SK,(B, I) is 
abelian it follows that /3(E,,(R, a2d2a2)) = 1. But SK,(R, ,2&2,2) is isomorphic 
to SL,,(R, XZ~&~,~)/E,~(R, a2d2z2); so the theorem follows. 
9. Proof of Proposition 10 
Put J = &B, so that I C J. It is clear from the proof of Proposition 9 that 
the functions 6, , . . . , 6, are also defined on GL,(B, J), with range U(R/d, &/a&). 
Thus it is enough to establish the relation for matrices in M,(B, J). 
We induce on s. For s = 1, we have B = R, J = 8 and d(x) = S,(x) 
in R already. We pass down from s to s - 1 by deleting the s-th row and 
column of an element x of B; this gives an element 2 of a subring 2 of 
M,-,(R) of the same type as B, and the image of J under this operation is the 
ideal j = &A. To pass down from M,(B, J) to A&(& s) we delete rows and 
columns s, 2s,..., ns from an element x in M,(B, J) to obtain R in M,@, j). 
Note that 6, ,..., 6,-r are already defined on M,@, j) and S,(x) = S,(a), 
i = I,..., s - 1. 
We now pass to the image x of x in lV&(R/d), and use the Laplacian 
expansion of the determinant. Given rows rr ,..., rt and columns cr ,..., ct 
write N:...ct ““t for the minor of x formed from these rows and columns. Take 
Cl = s,..., c, = ns and let c,+~ ,..., c,, be the remaining columns of x in 
their natural order. Then, by Laplace, 
where the summation is over all rearrangements rI ,..., r,, of l,..., ns with 
r1 < ... < rn, r,,, -=C .-- < r,, . 
Now consider NI;:::;. Writing r = r’ + r’s with 1 < r’ < s, we see that 
x,,~~ is in at? if r’ # s, since x,,~~ is in JrsBs; thus x,,~, = 0 unless s divides r. 
Therefore N$::z = 0 unless r1 = s = c1 ,..., r, = ns = c, , in which 
case it is equal to S,(x), by definition. Hence d(x) = S,(x) . Nz;;:::“,::. 
But N%+I” ens is just the determinant of the matrix 2 obtained by deleting %fl”‘%u 
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rows and columns s,..., ns from 5; so d(x) = S,(x) * d(4). By the induction 
hypothesis, 
d(G) = s,(a) --- s,-,@) = S,(x) --- S,-,(x), 
hence d(x) = S,(x) ..* 6,(x). 
Proof of Proposition 12 
Let n >, 3. From the definitions and stability theorems of [2, Chap. V, 
Sections 1,4], E,(B, I) is the normal subgroup of G-&(B) generated by all 
the matrices of the form 1 + CQ with c in I and u # v. Note that this 
comment applies in particular when I = B. 
We precede the proof by a lemma which holds for any ideal of B. We adopt 
as standard notation for an integer i E [l, ns] the decomposition i = i’ f i”s 
withl<i’<sandO<i”<n-1. 
LEMMA 3. Let n > 3. Then E,(B, I) is the normal subgroup of GL,(B) 
generated by all matrices of the form 1 + beij with b in Iijj, and i # j. 
Proof. We first show that any such 1 + bedj is in E,(B, I). If i” # j”, we 
have 1 + beii = 1 + be,,jlEi”j” , which is in E,(B, I) from the definition. 
Suppose that i” = j”. For h = l,..., (n - l)s, put 
z, = c ekk d- eh.h+s + e&s.h I 
k#h,h+s 
Then zh E M,(B) and (zh)2 = 1; so z, is in GL,(B). If j + s < ns, 
~~(1 + beij) zj = 1 + bei,j+, which is in E,(B, I) since (j + s)’ = j’ and 
(j + s)” = j” + 1 # i”. If j + s = ns, 1 < j - s, and so .qs(l + be,J zj+ 
is in E,(B, I). 
Now suppose u # v and c is in I. Then 
1 + CE,, = with cii in Iii for all i, j, 
= 1 + C ciiei+Us,j+us = fl (1 + cij%+28s.j+vJ. 
i.j i.j 
Thus the generators of E,(B, I) are as claimed. 
In view of this lemma, the proof of Proposition 12 reduces to showing 
the following. 
Let b be in Iisjr , i # j, and let z be in GL,(B). Then 6&( 1 + beij) x-l) =il. 
If I = B, this follows immediately from the multiplicativity of 6,) since 
S,(l + be,J = 1. Suppose then that I # B. 
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Write plr(z(l + be,) x-l) = 1 + X, SO that 6&(1 + be,) x-i) is the 
residue class of det(1 + X) modulo ad. The general entry of x is 
x,, = (zbeijz-l)h+us,h+vs , 24, v = 0 ,..., 12 - 1, 
= bXh+us.iWj.h+us > where z = (xg) and z-1 = (wu). 
Note that xh+Us,i is in Bhi* and wj,h+us is in Bilh. 
We consider cases. When i’ # j’ or i’ = j, # h, it is straightforward to 
verify that x z 0 mod a&. If i’ = j’ = h, one shows that 
. 
Now C”,“, wjgki = 0 since i # j; each term of this sum for k’ # h has a 
factor belonging to a; hence det( 1 + X) = 1 mod a&. 
Proof of Proposition 13 
It is clear from Propositions 7 and 8 and the definitions that S&,(2?, &‘J) 
is a subgroup of XL,(B, 1). Thus H = (SL,,(R, ,2b2c2), E,(B,I)) is also 
a subgroup of XL,(B, 1). To show that there is equality, we give an algorithm. 
The argument falls into three steps. Recall that 11 > 3 throughout. 
First step. We use the conditions 6h( 1 f x) = 1 for h = I,..., s to reduce 
1 + x E XL,(B, I) to 1 + y E XL,(B, 1) with P~( 1 + y) = 1 mod a& for all h, 
by multiplication by matrices in E,(B, I). 
We first construct an “inverse” to the map ph : M@, I) + M,(R, 4,). 
Let z be in M,(R, 4~). Then we define p&r) in M,(B, I) to be the matrix 
obtained from the identity matrix 1 of M,(B) by deleting the 1z x n principal 
submatrix ~~(1) and replacing it by z. 
LEMMA 4. Let h = l,..., s. Then 
(i) qb : Mn(RR, tp6) + M,(B, I) is a multiplicative function. 
(ii) For t E M,,(B, I) and z E Mn(R, de), ph(v&)t) = z - p&t). 
(iii) vh(E,(R, 6~)) C E,(B, I). 
Proof. (i), (ii). SinceIhh = &a, it follows from Proposition 8 that vh has the 
indicated range. It is straightforward to verify that P)h is multiplicative and 
also that (ii) holds. 
(iii). We have to show that if /3 E &cc, i # j, and z E GL,(R); then 
(P~(z( 1 + /Ieij) 2-l) is in E,(B, I). Applying (i) in the case I = B, 6’ = c = R, 
we see that TV E GL,(B); so it is enough to show that P)h(l + @eij) is in 
E,(B, I). But this is so since ~~(1 + ,&if) = 1 + ,6efitis,h+js, /3 E Ihh and 
h + is # h + js (cf., Lemma 3). 
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Since S,(l + X) = det Y~( 1 + X) by definition, we have 
vh( 1 + x) E SL,(R/ad, &/a&) for all h 
when 1 + x E XL,(B, I). Now R/a& is semilocal; so SL,(R/ab, &c/a&) = 
En(R/a&, &/ad) [2, p. 2671; also, the natural map E,(R, &) -+ E,(R/a&, &c/a&) 
is surjective [2, p. 2211; hence we can find for each h an element Ed of E,(R, &) 
such that E++( 1 + x) is in MJR, a&). 
Let 1 + y = T~(E& ... v,(~,)(l + x). Since &Q(+)) = 1 for h # k, we 
have ~~(1 + y) = EGJI + x) E M,(R, a&) by (ii), and vh(q) is in H 
for all h by (iii). 
Second step. We can now assume that ~~(1 + x) is in M,(R, a&) for all h. 
In this step we show that 1 + x can be further reduced to a matrix 1 + y 
with yii in aV2c2 for i # j by means of elementary row and column operations 
belonging to E,(B, I). 
We write d = a2b2c2. 
Since a& is a proper ideal of R and xrr E aB, 1 + xi1 # 0. Therefore 
we may use the strong approximation lemma [IO, p. 1211 to find elements 
u2 >*‘*, %A- of R with xi1 - ~~(1 + xi,) ~a! for i = 2,..., 1~s. (When R is local, 
1 +x11 is a unit). 
Now xi1 E Iit1 ) 88 C I$,, C d for all i, and a C c. Hence ui E 1;~~ , and so 
1 - uieil E E,(B, I) for all i. Set 1 + w = (1 - u,e,i) ... (1 - u,,e,,,,)(l + x). 
Then wal Ed for i > 2. 
Since xii E Ilj, C aad when j’ # 1 and also xlj E ad when j’ = 1, by 
hypothesis, we see that ~~(1 + w) E M,(R, a&) for all h. 
For j = 2,..., ns, put vi = ~~~(1 - xl1 + x&); then 1 - vjelj E E,(B, I) 
for j > 2 and the matrix 1 + x = (1 + w)(l - vser,) ... (1 - vnsel,12s) has 
~~~~d,z~~~dfori,j>2and,~~(l+.z)~M,,(R,ad)forallk 
We now repeat the procedure for the remaining columns and rows in turn. 
Third step. Let 4 be an ideal of R which contains d, and let S(b) be the 
subgroup of SL,,(R) consisting of those matrices 1 + x with xii E 4 for 
i = l,..., m and xij E d for i # j. 
We have shown above that any element of XL,(B, I) can be reduced by 
multiplication by elements of H to an element of S(ab)-in other words, 
XL,@, 1) C (H, S(4). 
We now use 
LEMMA 5. Suppose ,s4 C d C Q C a& Then S(b) C (H, S(G + d)). 
Applying the lemma with 4 = atf (aaPe Cd since a2 C c2), we see that 
XL,(B, 1) C (H, S(a2e2)>. Applying the lemma again, with 4 = aze2, we 
see further that XL,(B, I) C (H, S(d)). 
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But S(d) = SL,,(R, d) is contained in H; so we have shown that 
XL,(B, 1) C H, which establishes the proposition. 
Proof of Lemma 5 
We give a recursive argument. Take 1 + x E S(4) and suppose that we 
already have xii E X&z + d for all i > h, where h > 2. 
There are two cases to consider. First suppose that h + 1 mod s. 
we put yhh = & (- l>i Xih , SO that (1 + Xhh)(l + yhh) = 1 - Xih. Let 
u= 
and 
all these matrices are in SL,(R). 
Since xih E *4 C d and (1 + xhh)(l + yhh) = 1 mod d, we have 
u = E~(u-%~u) l 3 mod d, this is a case of the Whitehead lemma [2, p. 2261. 
Thus u = E~(u-%~u) c3,k? for some p in SL,(R, d). 
Given a matrix z in M2(R), we define a matrix 2 in M,,(R) by removing 
from the identity matrix of M&R) the submatrix defined by rows and 
columns h - 1 and h and inserting x in its place. 
It is easily verified that 
(i) z -+ X is a multiplicative function. 
(ii) Z E M,(B) if zi2 Ea. 
(iii) .Y E SL,(B, I) if z E SL,(R, ad). 
It follows that 4 E E,(B, 1) for i = 1,2, 3 (Lemma 3) and G E GL,(B). 
Thus u = l fl with E E E,(B, I) and B E SL,,(R, d), i.e., ii E H. 
A direct computation shows that (u( 1 + x))~~ E d for i # j, (@( 1 + x))+~ = 
1 + Xii for i # h - 1, h, (~(1 + X))h-i,h-i E 1 -/- Xh-I,,-r + Xhh mod d $- h2, 
and (a(1 + x))~~ = (1 + xhh)(l + y&h) = 1 mod d + a2. Thus we have 
passed down from h to h - 1 when h + 1 mods. 
In the case h E 1 mods, we embed M,(R) in M&R) by using rows and 
columns 1 and h instead of h - 1 and h. The reduction is performed as 
before with some minor modifications. 
When h=2, we have 1 =det1+x=1+x,,+x22modd+~2; so 
by repeated application of the above argument we find an element a of H 
with ~(1 + x) E S(d + ,L~). Q.E.D. 
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